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INTRODUCTION

In 2019, we are all in a race to 2020.
Generation Z has arrived, and they expect intelligently designed brand

Nothing created word of mouth excitement like a well designed experience.

experiences. Gen Z’s 44 billion dollars of disposable income has triggered a

From manufacturing to mobility, from financial to food service and from

tsunami of change as industry races towards 2020. In a recent C-suite study,

health and beauty to hospitality, enterprises are rethinking everything. The

68 percent of C-suite executives expect their enterprise organizations to

name of the game is designing net new innovations, product and services. At

emphasize customer experience over products. During industry’s dance with

the center of orchestrating the organization's operations and experiences

disruption, design has elevated itself to a new seat of power at the table and

are brilliant designers — problem solvers that are catapulting us closer to

in the boardroom. That seat comes with expectations that design will act as

meeting 2020 goals.

a conductor of a symphonic enterprise.
As a design leader at Amazon, I understood it was important to decode our
Great design leaders share the same characteristics as conductors of an

peculiar culture in order to take ownership and establish a what we call a

orchestra. Like Gustavo Dudamel or Alondra de la Parra’s ability to seat an

flywheel that keeps us laser focused on our customer experience while we

inclusive band of musicians who bring to life a euphoric cacophony of sound

listen, experiment, evolve, invent, and simplify in order to consistently deliver

that heals and inspires the soul, design leaders, have the ability to conduct

results. In our symphonic enterprise, the flywheel represents the repeating

the enterprise like a symphony to deliver intelligent brand experiences that

melody or tonic of a great song. Embedded in those well written poetic

matter for customers and our world. As we shift from a brand-led world into

stanzas, there are macro design movements and micro minuets redefining

a new intelligently connected world, business has concluded that in order to

intelligent brand experiences for a GenZ driven 2020.

survive the changes of the Fourth Industrial Revolution, their brand
experiences cannot be led by advertising alone.
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THE MACRO DESIGN TRENDS COMPOSING CHANGE AT THE SCALE OF THE COSMOS

Momentous Movements
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MOMENTOUS MOVEMENTS: MACRRO TRENDS

Astropreneurship
& Space Design
The space industry has evolved from a governmental structure to a publicprivate cooperative structure. The newest generation of pioneers of the
industry are in the midst of redesigning the frontiers of the space. With
forward leaning leaders looking towards interplanetary civilization, new space
designers are actively building the technologies, tools, and human experiences.
Space design is inspiring creativity and helping us think differently about
ourselves and our future. Designing for space is pervasive across culture, from
fashion and entertainment to advertising and design. Even the perceived sound
of space, or sonic space, is an extrasensory ingredient that can add to a design
or experience. Designing products for use in severe environments, such as
space, opens up a new framework for innovating designs that ease our lives on
Earth. This becomes more critical as we overpopulate the planet, become
conscious of dwindling resources, and susceptible to radical weather patterns.

maestros to monitor

Design in the new space era is unleashing a symbiotic relationship between

1. Made In Space

4. Space For Humanity

space and Earth, as seen by the explosive growth of commercial satellites and

2. Beyond The Cradle

5. Blue Orgin

a significant increase of private sector investments in the field.

3. Space IL

6. Planet Labs

IMAGE SOURCE: NASA ASTRONAUT SCOTT KELLY
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MAESTROS TO MONITOR

Made in space
Made In Space is the space-based manufacturing
company. Made In Space specializes in leveraging
the unique properties of the space environment to
develop solutions to commercial, industrial, research
and defense challenges. They are on a mission to
make life and work in space are commonplace.

VISIT SITE

SOURCE: MADE IN SPACE
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MAESTROS TO MONITOR

Beyond the cradle
With humanity at the cusp of interplanetary civilization, we are
actively building the technologies, tools, and human experiences of
our sci-fi space future. Beyond The Cradle invites makers, in the
50th anniversary year of the Apollo Moon landing, for an exciting
event with the scientists, engineers, artists, and designers
revolutionizing our next half-century of moonshots and star shots.

VISIT SITE

SOURCE: MIT MEDIA LAB
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MAESTROS TO MONITOR

Space il
SpaceIL is a non-profit organization established in
2011 aiming to land the first Israeli spacecraft on the
Moon. The organization was founded by three young
engineers: Yariv Bash, Kfir Damari and Yonatan
Winetraub who answered the international challenge
presented by Google Lunar XPRIZE: to build, launch
and land an unmanned spacecraft on the Moon.

VISIT SITE

IMAGE SOURCE: SPACE IL
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MAESTROS TO MONITOR

Space for humanity
Space for Humanity is a nonprofit organization sending
civilian astronauts to the edge of space and beyond. The
vision is clear. Space for Humanity is dedicated to inspiring
individuals, transform communities, and unify humanity by
sponsoring citizen spaceflight.

VISIT SITE

IMAGE SOURCE: NASA KEPLER-452B
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MAESTROS TO MONITOR

Blue origin
Blue Origin is committed to building a road to space so our
children can build the future. Blue Origin believes that in
order to preserve Earth, our home, for our grandchildren’s
grandchildren, we must go to space to tap its unlimited
resources and energy. Like the Industrial Revolution gave
way to trade, economic abundance, new communities and
high-speed transportation - our road to space opens to
the door to the infinite and yet unimaginable future
generations might enjoy. Paving the way starts now.

VISIT SITE

IMAGE SOURCE: BLUE ORIGIN
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MAESTROS TO MONITOR

Planet labs
Planet Labs is on mission is to image the entire
Earth every day and make global change
visible, accessible, and actionable. Planet Labs
started as a small team of physicists and
engineers, and now operates the world’s largest
constellation of Earth-imaging satellites.

VISIT SITE

IMAGE SOURCE: PLANET LABS
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MOMENTOUS MOVEMENTS: MACRRO TRENDS

Disaster Design
Turmoil in the world — from terrorism, to mass migrations,
to climate change — is resulting in growing disaster areas
and temporary habitation, such as refugee camps.
Designers, brands, NGOs and public-private partnerships
are stepping in with innovations for relief infrastructure
that also have legs for everyday use.

maestros to monitor
1. Brian Lee’s Aid Necessities Transporter
2. Chao Gao’s C-Water
3. Rahim Bhimani’s Disaster Relief Toilet

Most of the warming occurred in the past 35 years, with 16 of the 17
warmest years on record occurring since 2001 (NASA and NOAA).

4. Concrete Canvas Ltd's
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MAESTROS TO MONITOR

A.N.T. Aid Necessities
Transporter
Bryan Lee has designed the A.N.T (Aid Necessities
Transporter). The A.N.T vehicle is intended for use
by humanitarian organizations such as the United
Nations for transportation of food, water, medical
supplies and housing units to disaster

VISIT SITE
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MAESTROS TO MONITOR

disaster
relief toilet
Design by Rahim Bhimani
Bhimani has been described as an individual who thrives on solving
problems, Bhimani traveled to Lota, Chile after the 2010 earthquake,
and began examining the sanitation issues which hit the area
following the natural disaster. currently, 2.6 billion individuals around
the world lack basic sanitation needs and the inhabitants in Lota
were using chemical toilets, shipping container bathrooms and
buckets as their bathroom facilities, options which are either poorly
maintained or pose health risks. as a response, Bhimani developed
the disaster relief toilet system, as a means of providing sanitary
toilet facilities for those in affected regions.
VISIT SITE
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MAESTROS TO MONITOR

c water
C-Water was designed by Chao Gao as a device which
produces freshwater. It evaporates sewage, salt water and
other watery objects by the use of heat, which is
generated from sunlight. it is applicable to wetlands,
beaches, boats, sewage and other places. Moreover, it has
a flexible and compact-able design. not only can it be used
as a deflector of steam, it is space-saving and convenient
for transporting. C-Water intent is to advocate the value
of creating highly environmental protection with low costs.

VISIT SITE
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MAESTROS TO MONITOR

Concrete Canvas
Concrete Canvas® is part of a revolutionary new
class of construction materials called Geosynthetic
Cementitious Composite Mats (GCCMs) used as an
alternative to conventional concrete. It is a flexible,
concrete filled geotextile that hardens on hydration
to form a thin, durable, waterproof and low-carbon
concrete layer. Essentially, it’s concrete on a roll.

VISIT SITE
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MOMENTOUS MOVEMENTS: MACRRO TRENDS

Doobie Design
As this potent little herb is slowly gaining
legalization across the United States and Canada,
it is design that is shifting generational perceptions
from stoner to super premium. Design will
continue to build cannabis brands that radically
change culture as it “buds” into the mainstream.

maestros to monitor
1. Adriana Kertzer

3. Marley Natural

2. Leafs by Snoop

4. Native Roots
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MAESTROS TO MONITOR

Adriana Kertzer
As this potent little herb is slowly gaining
legalization across the United States and Canada,
it is design that is shifting generational perceptions
from stoner to super premium. Design will
continue to build cannabis brands that radically
change culture as it “buds” into the mainstream.

VISIT SITE
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MAESTROS TO MONITOR

Leafs by Snoop

VISIT SITE
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MAESTROS TO MONITOR

Marley natural

VISIT SITE
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MAESTROS TO MONITOR

Native roots

VISIT SITE
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MOMENTOUS MOVEMENTS: MACRRO TRENDS

Brain Interface Design (BID)

Brain-computer interface (BCI) is a collaboration
between a brain and a device that enables signals
from the brain to direct some external activity, such
as control of a cursor or a prosthetic limb. The
interface enables a direct communications pathway
between the brain and the object to be controlled.
JOANNA PENA BICKL EY. COM
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MOMENTOUS MOVEMENTS: MACRRO TRENDS

Innovating the interior
Middle America. The American Interior. The Heartland. No matter what you call it, Middle
America is the center of the country, but too often, it’s described as if it’s on the cultural
margins and overlooked as a crucible or a testing ground for innovation.
In Reinvention in Middle America, we look at Middle America not through the lens of politics,
ideology or outdated clichés but rather through the lens of innovation in its broadest sense.
We’ll examine key ways that cities from Cleveland to Nashville to Louisville are embracing
innovation in manufacturing, city design, healthcare, sustainability efforts and clean energy,
creatively solving problems that the entire country will eventually have to confront.

DOWNLOAD THE REPORT
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MOMENTOUS MOVEMENTS: MACRRO TRENDS

Design Ethics with Data
The path to personalization is riddled jagged ethical

2. An updated Code of Conduct with design certifications

questions. Design Ethics require design leaders to honestly

that outline Design professionals fundamental

consider the impact their work has on the world. The May

obligations to society, to clients, customers, to the

2018 enactment of GDPR in the EU, The US Senate

profession, and to peers and colleagues.

Intelligence Committee's report on Information Warfare on

3. Open source models and tools that facilitate sound

the electorate and the televised hearings of tech CEOs

ethical reasoning like Jet Gispen’s Ethics for Designers,

spotlighting luddite lawmakers in the US, It is no wonder

Ind.ie’s Ethical Design Manifesto or Jan Chipchase’s

that the topic of Ethical Design with Data continues to

The Field Study Handbook

grow with a whopping 3,430,000 active conversations in

4. The rise of Public Service Design initiatives that courts

social media and on top of mind for every design influencer

designers to serve the common good and outline a 21st

who I’ve spoke with in the last year. The time for cynicism

century citizen experience with regulations for

is over. This coming year the ground game will include:

businesses and the new rights of citizens in a globally

1. Public discussion and policy debate about Ethical
Design with Data from the corridors of power at Davos

connected world. See NYC Design, The U.S.’s 18F,
Design for Europe or Nesta.

to the keynotes of SxSW, CES, iXDA and Cannes Lions
all the way to in the jury rooms of awards shows.
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Ethical tools
for designers
These tools will help you uncover, explore and discuss
the ethical aspects of your designs. The tools are
grouped based on the skill they help you develop and
can be used in different phases of the design process.

VISIT SITE
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MOMENTOUS MOVEMENTS: MACRRO TRENDS

Code of
Professional Conduct
Design professionals have certain fundamental obligations to
society, to clients, to the profession, and to peers and colleagues.
The Code of Professional Conduct states guidelines and rules for
the conduct of design professionals in fulfilling those obligations.
The Code is arranged in three tiers of statements: Canons, Ethical
Standards, and Rules of Conduct.

VISIT SITE
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MOMENTOUS MOVEMENTS: MACRRO TRENDS

The Field
Study Handbook
Travel anywhere, make sense of the world, and make
a difference. The how-to, why-to guide to running
international field research to inform and inspire
product, brand, strategy, policy and communications.

VISIT SITE
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MOMENTOUS MOVEMENTS: MACRRO TRENDS

The Ethical Design
manifesto
Begins with an oath to design technology that respects
human rights is decentralized, peer-to-peer, zeroknowledge, end-to-end encrypted, free and open source,
interoperable, accessible, and sustainable inventions. It
also gives a way to embed your pledge on your site.

VISIT SITE
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MOMENTOUS MOVEMENTS: MACRRO TRENDS

Designing democracy
Today’s political landscape poses complex challenges to democracies on planet earth.

maestros to monitor

Values, principals and beliefs are the intersection that public service, politics and design
have long shared. Democratic systems are in disrepair and we are once again defining who

1. Center for American Politics and Design

5. prtnrs.io

& what do we value and how the answers to those questions affect our decisions about

2. AIGA Design & Politics

6. Curry Stone Foundation

solutions we design. At the forefront of the ground swell of discussions are designers who

3. Center For Civics Design

7. Kamala Harris - For The People

have made it their mission to save America’s democracy with new type leadership.

4.

Ethics of Design

8. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez

From new ideas about connected community policing, to orchestrating step change in
health care and education, to registering new voters, to eliminating biases in our
democratic systems of governing, democratic service design is shaping policy of how we
re-engineer democracy to a fairer future. Whether designers are choosing to uphold
values by committing to fair compensation and diversity in the workplace or acting as an
engine for hot takes in the social and political media, driven by the 24-hour-a-day news
cycle of network TV, design has moved from merely branding campaigns to composing
values driven policies and everything in between.
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Center for American
Politics & Design
The first of its kind, this collection consists of every campaign
logo† from the 2018 election for United States Congress. The
archive is a tool to explore trends and typologies that reveal
themselves only when viewed in aggregate.
Founded in 2018, CAPD aims to increase political literacy
among designers and to foster a dialogue about the role of
design in the American democratic process.

VISIT SITE
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MAESTROS TO MONITOR

AIGA Design
& Politics
AIGA Eye on Design turns a well trained eye
on the best new work from the world’s most
exciting emerging and established designers.

VISIT SITE
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MAESTROS TO MONITOR

Center For
Civics Design
The Center for Civic Design's mission is summed up in it's slogan,
democracy is a design problem, and the opening words of our
site: Ensuring voter intent through design. Their goal is to make
every interaction between government and citizens easy, effective,
and pleasant. They bring civic design skills in research, usability,
design, accessibility, and plain language to improve the voting
experience, make elections easier to administer, and encourage
participation in elections. Through our work, we have helped
hundreds of election officials build their skills and capacity, and
touched millions of voters in small but important ways.

VISIT SITE
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MAESTROS TO MONITOR

Curry Stone
Design Foundation
The Curry Stone Design Foundation is a design studio
that equips underserved and marginalized
communities with methods to design, develop and
improve their own built environments.
Launched in India in 2016, CDSF is a true collective of
social design practices, architects and civic planners
that work collaboratively with communities in need.

VISIT SITE

Image Source: The Curry Stone Design Foundation
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prtnrs.io
Immigrants. Service members. Veterans. They're
designers, engineers, product managers, civil
servants. We are Americans. We are true believers
that technology, policy, and a critical eye to the
challenges that society faces can help bring about
equality and improve all of our ways of life.

VISIT SITE

Image Source: National Geographic Kids
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Kamala Harris
For the people

VISIT SITE

Image Source: REUTERS/Elijah Nouvelage
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Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez

VISIT SITE
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MOMENTOUS MOVEMENTS: MACRRO TRENDS

Atomic Design Systems
Atomic design systems, also known as component-based systems, have become
the essential ingredient in Agile, Lean and Six Sigma working models. While
design system’s are not new, the rise of atomic systems have captured the
imaginations of influential business leaders. An atomic design System begins with
the premise that all matter in their universe can be broken down into a finite set of
atomic elements. As it happens, intelligent interfaces can be broken down into a
similar finite set of elements. Atomic design is not a linear process, but rather a
mental model to help us think of our user interfaces as both a cohesive whole and

ATOMS

Molecules

Organisms

Templates

Pages

a collection of parts at the same time.
These component-based systems require you to describe and organize every
component of your design system for the scale of the connected universe. Sites
like the Pattern Lab and tools like Figma and Framer allow you to generate a static
website for documenting your atomic library in a manner that unites developer’s
code and your layer structure.

maestros to monitor
1. Brad Frost

3. Pattern Lab

2. Audrey Hacq

4. Ashleigh Axios
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Brad Frost

VISIT SITE
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Audrey Hacq

VISIT SITE
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Ashleigh Axios

VISIT SITE
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MICRO TRENDS TUNING US TOWARD 2020

THE Minuets OF Design Systems
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MINUETS OF CRAFTING DESIGN SYSTEMS

Design Technologists

Mina Markham

Briseida Montiel

Cristina Rodriguez

Estefania Ortiz

@MinaMarkham

briseidamontiel.com

@yosola

@estefaniaaortiz
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MINUETS OF CRAFTING DESIGN SYSTEMS

Inclusive Design
There is a real shift from the AA ratings for accessibility
standards to adopting becoming a culture of Inclusive
designers. Inclusive design helps us create products that
serve as many people as possible. While accessibility is a
core objective, inclusion means much more. It enables people
with diverse characteristics to use your product in a variety
of different environments. Design that considers the full
range of human diversity with respect to ability, language,
culture, gender, age and other forms of human difference.
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MINUETS OF CRAFTING DESIGN SYSTEMS

Dark Mode
Dark mode features are becoming increasingly
popular for night owls and users who prefer low
light. These features reduce eye strain and make it
easier for working during the night. Regardless of
the reasoning behind it, dark modes help make users
more comfortable as they work late into the night.
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MINUETS OF CRAFTING DESIGN SYSTEMS

Bold Colors
In 2018 designers have used mostly vibrant colors and this
trend is just going to grow bigger in 2019. Colors will be
even more courageous, with designers using supersaturated
tones in their work. Pantone has already revealed their color
trend forecast for 2019 so, this year, use bold colors if you
want your work or business to stand out.

DESIGNED BY: VLADIMIR LIFANOV,ASLAMOVA VIKTORIYA
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MINUETS OF CRAFTING DESIGN SYSTEMS

Asymmetry
When most people hear about asymmetry they think
about the lack of balance but asymmetry is so much
more. Designers can use it to create harmony and to
balance the whole composition by intentionally
avoiding traditional balance.
You can experience and play with the elements you are
using, like typography, geometric shapes or 3d renders
to create a unique outcome. Remember that the user’s
eye will firstly see the bigger element and so on.

DESIGNED BY: JASON MILLER
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MINUETS OF CRAFTING DESIGN SYSTEMS

Isometric Design
We have seen Isometric design trending for the past years,
but in 2019, with the illustrations taking over all design fields,
we really need to add it this year as well.

DESIGNED BY: PETER TARKA, MATEUSZ KROL
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MINUETS OF CRAFTING DESIGN SYSTEMS

Broken Grid
& Overlapping
Elements
Overlapping elements in web
design have been here for the last
couple of years, combined with
broken grids can create a unique
creative layout. Always keep in
mind the experience for mobile!

DESIGNED BY: SLAVA KORNILOV
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MINUETS OF CRAFTING DESIGN SYSTEMS

Typography
Bigger.
Bolder.
Better.
With typography getting more and more into the spotlight,
many giants, like Apple, choose to make a statement through
bold typography. In many cases typography is replacing images.

DESIGNED BY: BEETROOT DESIGN
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2018 - 2019

OVERTURES INFLUENCING 2020
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2018 - 2019

OVERTURES INFLUENCING 2020
Explore & Bookmark

•
•
•
•

Laws of UX
State of UX 2019
Generation Z 2025
2019 UX Trends

Watch & Share

•
•

Essential Design Principles with Mike Stern
Empowerment in an Era of Self Validating Facts
with Margot Bloomstein

•
•

Designing Sound with Hugo Verweij

Read & Imagine

•
•
•
•

Twelve Tomorrows by Wade Rouch
Artful Design by Ge Wang
Conversational Design by Erika Hall
Design Research Ethics by IDEO

Follow & Engage

•
•
•
•

Blacks Who Design
LatinX Who Design
Rochelle King | @rochelleking
Catt Small

The Logistics Internet with Jeremy Rifkin
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DESIGN 2020: INGENUITY IN THE KEY OF INDUSTRY

Credits & Sources
Thank you to the hundreds of designers that connected with me this
year whether in person, on social or at an event. After a year of deep
learning and analysis of 272 reports on enterprise and consumer
trends, social listening and conferring with over 111 influencers from
across the business and design spectrum, I am here to report that
Spaceship Earth needs design leaders more than ever.

VIEW CREDITS & SOURCES
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ABOUT THE ARTIST. ACTIVIST. INVENTOR. DESIGNER.

~

JOANNA PENA-BICKLEY
Ms. Joanna Peña-Bickley, is a 21st century renaissance woman, a

Named a Power Woman of New York, 2016 Juror at Cannes Lions,

design technologist, known as the mother of Cognitive Experience

Legacy Board Member of The Female Quotient, Makers and one of

Design. She is propelled by a multidisciplinary acumen in design,

Silicon Alley’s “Top 100 Rising Stars,” her creativity, leadership and

data, media and technology, her insatiable curiosity moves the C-

activism is fueled by the belief that data and creativity are

Suite beyond obvious ideas and products, towards enduring market

inextricably linked to designing innovations that matter for business

making experiences for the connected era.

and Spaceship Earth. Joanna stands as a powerful voice and
advocate for women in the fields of tech and design. Her

Joanna’s award-winning artist hand has helped the world’s most

inspirational leadership and activism has helped to progress a

recognized companies and brands, such as Land Rover, Nokia,

S.T.E.A.M.D. education movement, putting a woman on the front of

Sephora, American Express, John Deere, Boeing, MTV, Pepsi, and Jay

US currency, digital literacy for women and girls globally, as well as

Z imagine and make innovative breakthroughs, with a philosophy of

increased funding for public school music and arts programs,

radical collaboration, empathetic conviction and remarkable digital

making her a sought after speaker at conferences such as AdTech,

craft. Whether creating one of the first streaming video players, that

IxDA, CES, The One Show, WNorth, AOL Data Summit, SxSW,

changed the delivery of live news events for ABC, designing the first

TriBeCa Film Festival and C2 Montreal.

Follow Joanna
Twitter
Linkedin
Medium
Facebook
Dribbble
Behance
Slideshare

banking app for the Apple Watch, that made banking personal again
for Citibank, or reinventing the connected car as a cognitive mobility

Connect With Joanna as she explores spaceship earth.

platform for General Motor’s OnStar, Joanna’s tenacious creativity
disrupts industry and makes new markets.
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